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Abstract

In this paper, we present a hierarchical Data Cache Ar-
chitecture called DCA to effectively slash local interconnect
traffic and thus boost the storage server performance. DCA
is composed of a read cache in NIC card called NIC cache
and a read/write unify cache in host memory called Helper
cache. NIC cache services most portion of read requests
without fetching data via PCI bus, while Helper cache 1)
supplies some portions of read requests given partial NIC
cache hits; 2) directs cache placement for NIC cache and
3) absorbs most transient writes locally. We developed
a novel State Locality Aware cache Placement algorithm
called SLAP to improve NIC cache hit ratio for mixed read
and write workloads. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
DCA, we developed a DCA prototype system and evaluated
it with open source iSCSI implementation under representa-
tive storage server workloads. Experimental results showed
that DCA can boost iSCSI storage server throughput by up
to 121% and slash the PCI traffic by up to 74% compared
with an iSCSI target without DCA.

1. Introduction

The iSCSI [8] technique has been gradually pushing cur-
rent networked storage systems evolving from Storage Area
Network (SAN) [10] and Network Attached System (NAS)
[6] to economic SAN built over the mature TCP/IP network
infrastructure. As playing a core role in the economic SAN,
the iSCSI-based IP storage servers determine the overall
performance of storage system.

In an iSCSI storage server, both volume storage traffic
and network traffic travel across the local interconnect bus
and easily overwhelm the bus. Today, many storage servers
typically employ a 32 bits, 33 MHz PCI bus, which can
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only support 133 MB/sec of maximum raw bandwidth. This
speed is only half of the bandwidth of a full-duplex Gigabit
Ethernet. In recent years, new local interconnects such as
PCI-X and PCI-Express have been proposed to mitigate the
PCI bus bottleneck, but none of them can solve all the prob-
lems. First, the aggregate I/O traffic resulting from link ag-
gregation with the usage of multiple high-speed I/O devices
can easily saturate the local interconnect bandwidth. Sec-
ond, the improvement pace of networking speed and stor-
age bandwidth have exceeded that of local interconnect bus
bandwidth. Recently, Feng et al. found that the peak band-
width of a 133 MHz, 64-bit PCI-X bus in a PC is 8.5 Gb/s,
which is less than half the 20.6 Gb/s bidirectional data rate
that the Intel 10 GbE adapter can support [5]. As a result,
the traffic burden on local interconnect will be even worse.
Based on the above observations, solving the local intercon-
nect bottleneck becomes a pressing problem today.

Orthogonal to the aggressive PCI bus innovations, few
work have been done on reducing local interconnect traf-
fic through an effective caching approach. Kim et al. in
reference [9] first proposed adopting a small read cache
in programmable Ethernet NIC to reduce PCI traffic in a
web server. The results showed that a single NIC cache
can work efficiently in a read dominant web server with a
small working set and good locality. However, the mixed
read and write traffic in a storage server is much more inten-
sive. More importantly, the locality of the block-level I/O
accesses in a storage server is typically poor as most local-
ity has already been filtered by multiple higher level buffer
caches. Therefore, a simple NIC cache for web server can-
not work well in storage environment.

Zhang and Yang developed a novel bottom-up cache
structure called BUCS in a networked HBA card [12]. They
used synthetic read-exclusive, write-exclusive traces and a
TPC-C (99% read ratio) trace in the experiments. Their ex-
perimental results showed that the response time and sys-
tem throughput can be improved by up to a factor of three.
However, BUCS requires a hardware IOP board to process
both storage and network I/Os. The internal PCI bus and



processor on IOP board may become a new bottleneck in
a storage server. In addition, it is unclear whether the per-
formance gain derives from the IOP hardware or from the
cache structure itself.

In this paper, we present a hierarchical Data Cache Ar-
chitecture called DCA to boost the iSCSI Storage server per-
formance through effective NIC caching. It is notable that a
large body of previous research in storage servers focus on
hierarchical cache collaboration [11, 4, 7] between clients
and servers to reduce much unnecessary network traffic. Ef-
fective NIC caching by DCA essentially extends the benefit
of network traffic reduction between clients and servers to
the local interconnect bus within a storage server.

DCA employs a read cache at NIC side called NIC cache
to reduce traffic between host system and Ethernet NIC. To
make NIC cache work effectively, a unify read and write
cache called Helper Cache is adopted at host side to assist
the placement of NIC cache and absorb transient writes. A
novel State Locality Aware Placement (SLAP) algorithm is
developed to effectively direct placement and replacement
of NIC cache, and efficiently maintain cache coherency. To
realize a near-optimal NIC cache hit ratio with good imple-
mentation efficiency, the algorithm defines a new locality
metric named state locality distance. The idea is to utilize
both the block access state and access frequency to effec-
tively predict the locality.

We developed a DCA prototype system based on an In-
tel [2] iSCSI target under Linux kernel 2.4.20. We used
two real-world block-level storage server traces (cello99
and TPC-D) to conduct experiments. The results show that
DCA can significantly boost storage server performance.

2. Architecture Overview

In a storage server cache, the locality distance [4] is usu-
ally longer than that of a higher level cache. This is because
multi-level storage caches deployed on client-side and ap-
plication server have already filtered out most of application
locality. As a consequence, the PCI bus traffic in a storage
server is more intensive than that of application servers such
as Web server. We have simulated single-level LRU based
NIC cache proposed in reference [9] with a set of configu-
rations ranging from 2 MB to 128 MB under representative
storage server traces, resulting in only negligible NIC hit
rate and local interconnect traffic reduction. This motivates
us to explore new cache architecture that can best exploit
the block-level locality and NIC cache space for an iSCSI
based storage server.

Figure 1 illustrates the two-level DCA caching architec-
ture in a typical iSCSI storage server. In this figure, memory
is connected to CPU via MCH (Memory Control Hub) and
network interface is connected to ICH (I/O Control Hub) via
PCI bus. A read-only NIC Cache works on the NIC side to
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Figure 1. DCA Architecture Illustration

reduce PCI traffic between memory and network interface.
In an iSCSI storage server, multiple iSCSI target modules
are usually setup to provide various data services in parallel.
Therefore, the on-board NIC cache space is usually shared
by multiple iSCSI targets. To efficiently manage the NIC
cache space for all iSCSI targets, in DCA, a target directory
for the whole NIC cache and its per target cache directories
are maintained by the host system. Because the host system
is the only place to decapsulate iSCSI packets, it is good
to maintain these NIC cache meta-data in host memory to
significantly reduce the PCI traffic resulting from the NIC
cache lookup and maintenance operations.

For the consideration of compatibility, we design a unify
read and write cache called Helper Cache at iSCSI applica-
tion level instead of being merged with kernel level socket
buffer or disk I/O buffer cache that have already been op-
timally implemented for different purposes. The size of a
helper cache is larger than that of NIC cache. It is used to
assist NIC cache in making placement decision and absorb
transient writes by employing a write-back policy with pe-
riodical flushes.

3 Design Issues

In DCA, the PCI traffic reduction is largely determined
by three factors: the NIC cache hit ratio, helper cache hit ra-
tio and cache coherency overhead between NIC cache and
helper cache. As an on-board cache, NIC cache has a lim-
ited memory space. Our initial experimental results indi-
cated that current separate NIC cache and system I/O buffer
cache solutions cannot deal with mixed read and write traf-



fic well. To efficiently and effectively utilize the limited
memory space, we developed a new effective NIC caching
solution-DCA. As a two level storage cache architecture,
more issues need to be addressed than a single level NIC
cache.

3.1 NIC Cache Organization

To efficiently organize the limited space on NIC cache,
we consider the following four issues in our design.

3.1.1 Basic Cache Line Unit

Single disk block is chosen as an atomic cache line unit in
both NIC cache and helper cache for the following consid-
erations. A block-level cache implementation using single
block as basic cache line unit can take advantage of the par-
tial hit to best capture the locality in storage servers. Given
part of the requested blocks are found in NIC cache, DCA
only sends the remaining blocks from helper cache to NIC.
After that, NIC combines both parts together into a com-
plete package and send it out. By this way, every block
cached at NIC is effectively utilized. More importantly,
there are no alignment problem and extra overhead involved
here at all.

Although client-informed application-level hints can
also be utilized to effectively capture the locality in lower-
level storage cache [11, 7], it is expensive and sometime
prohibitive to modify the client-side software to provide
such hints. As a result, it is imperative to employ single
block as a basic cache line unit to best capture locality and
make DCA be compatible with current applications.

3.1.2 Managing Cache Space

Even given a NIC cache in the several hundreds of
megabytes, without a good organization, the hit rate could
still be very low because the interleaved volume iSCSI data
traffic with multiple targets and poor locality. A flat NIC
cache space allocation scheme may work well in a Web
server environment with a small working set. For an iSCSI
based storage server, a simple flat cache space shared by
multiple targets can be easily polluted by capacity misses.
To solve the problem, we organize the space of NIC cache
into a hierarchical structure. As shown in Figure 1, at the
first level, we use a target directory to maintain per iSCSI
target related information such as basic block size, maxi-
mum LBA address and cache space currently allocated for
the specific target. Each entry in target directory is indexed
by a unique pair of IP address and TCP port. At the second
level, we save the cache data and related meta-data (i.e.,
cache directory) separately for each target. We maintain
the first level target directory and second level per target
cache directory in host system to reduce the PCI traffic due

to cache lookup, leaving real data blocks in the NIC cache.
In this way, the NIC cache space is exclusively utilized for
data caching.

3.1.3 Inclusive vs. Exclusive

Previous research in multi-level cache architectures be-
tween storage server and application server tells us that the
exclusive cache property is preferred because their size and
price are usually commensurable [11, 4]. In this environ-
ment, an inclusive cache architecture would waste half of
the cache space in storing redundant data. Given an exclu-
sive cache architecture, no data would be saved in different
level caches at the same time. However, exclusive cache
does not fit well for DCA in that the DEMOTE and Reload
operations [11, 4] overhead itself may overwhelm the local
interconnect. The reload overhead here over PCI bus can
not be avoided by applying techniques proposed in refer-
ence work [4]. In addition, the size of the NIC cache is quite
precious and relatively small compared with the cheaper
and larger host memory. We make helper cache and NIC
cache to be inclusive so that NIC cache can take the ad-
vantage of volume helper cache space as a backup reservoir
upon a miss. The write-back policy in helper cache also
makes the blocks stay at host memory for a longer time so
that more block information can be used to make better NIC
cache placement decision.

3.1.4 Cache Coherency

For multi-level inclusive caches, maintaining the coherence
property of multiple data copies is an important problem.
Aggressive update scheme can easily overwhelm the PCI
bus due to the heavy update traffic between helper cache and
NIC cache. Conservative invalidate scheme usually keeps
the blocks of helper cache and NIC cache in an inconsis-
tent state. To strike a good tradeoff, we choose a hybrid
policy combining the advantages of both aggressive update
and conservative invalidate schemes.

3.2 NIC Cache Placement

Since a simple access-based placement algorithm for
NIC cache cannot work well with mixed read and write traf-
fic, we need to develop a new algorithm which can identify
the blocks which access frequency exceeds a pre-defined
threshold but still have high possibility of future reads. We
call these blocks as hot blocks. The objective of our cache
placement algorithm is to cache most hot blocks in NIC
cache, save warm blocks as reservoir in helper cache and
kick cold blocks out of cache.

A large body of research work [11, 4, 7] have been done
in client-oriented hierarchical cache architecture in stor-
age environment. Their experimental results showed that



cache hit rate can be significantly improved by collabora-
tive placement. Inspired by their work, DCA hands over the
NIC cache placement decision to the helper cache instead
of simply caching every recently accessed block.

Although DCA shares some similarities with hierarchi-
cal cache architecture, there exists significant differences
between DCA and previous work. First, DCA cache place-
ment decision is made within a storage server and transpar-
ent to the clients while current approaches collaborate with
storage client. Second, DCA maintains inclusive property
between helper cache and NIC cache. Third, current hierar-
chical cache architecture solutions aim to improve hit rate at
a higher level and reduce demotion overhead over the wide
area network. But DCA aims to maximize the lower-level
NIC cache hit rate, thus slashing local interconnect traffic.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is among the first
to develop the hierarchical cache placement algorithm to ef-
fectively reduce PCI traffic within storage servers.

3.2.1 Off-line Analysis

We define a new metric called State Locality Distance to
measure the locality in storage traffic, namely, RR (Read
after Read) distance, WR (Read after Write) distance, WW
(Write after Write) distance and RW (Write after Read) dis-
tance. Taking both access type and distance into consider-
ation, the new metric indicates how many correlated read
and write patterns exist in a block reference sequence.
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Figure 2. Finite State Machine for Cache
Blocks

Figure 2 illustrates a seven-state finite state machine that
models the state transition of a cacheline in DCA, namely
S (Start), SR (Single Read), SW (Single Write), RR (Read
after Read), RW (Write after Read), WR (Read after Write)
and WW (Write after Write). In the diagram, any block
begins with the start state S. Given current request type as
input, the state of a block is changed according to the tran-
sition arrows shown in Figure 2.

To detect the typical access patterns in storage traffic,
we conduct an off-line analysis on representative storage

server traces (cello96, cello99, and TPC-D) at block level,
mining clues on the strength of locality with the help of state
locality distance and finite state machine model.

Figure 3 draws the histogram of RR distance, WR dis-
tance, WW distance, and RW distance distribution in an
one-hour cello99 trace segment (one of the busiest hour be-
tween 03:00AM and 04:00AM on April, 29, 1999). The
X-axis shows the length of state locality distance. The Y-
axis denotes the number of occurrences that corresponds to
a specific length of state locality distance. To derive the
state locality distance from the traces, each request is de-
composed into a unique block access event and assigned a
new sequence number. The state locality distance is calcu-
lated based on the access type (r/w) and difference between
sequence number of last two accesses on the same block.

Figure 3. Categorized Cello99 Trace Refer-
ence Distance Histogram

As seen in Figure 3 (c), the read after write distance is
clustered at about 220,000, 360,000 and 380,000, which im-
plies the weakest locality among the four types of state lo-
cality. The number of read after write cases is 4306, which
only accounts for 2% of overall re-visited blocks. There-
fore, this type of state locality may be considered as low
priority to be cached in NIC cache.

Figure 3 (d) shows that there is a strong locality of tran-
sient write as evident by the fact that most of WW distance
is less than 10,000. In other words, a block is often writ-
ten and then overwritten instead of being visited by another
read in between. Combined with the fact that WW pattern
accounts for 15% of all re-visited blocks, it is wise to cache
transient write in helper cache rather than NIC cache with-
out discrimination.

For read access, strong locality strength does exist for
Read after Read as evidenced by the fact that 45.1% of RR
distance is less than 450 as shown in Figure 3 (b). Com-



Table 1. Statistics of State Locality Distance in Cello99
Category RR RW WR WW

TotalNumberofCases 34935 120171 4306 28130

AverageLocalityDistance 85827.5 71736.6 318230.4 128695.5

paring the number of cases that fall into the four categories
of state locality shown in Table 1, we can conclude that the
block reference pattern that matches RR and RW sequence
has more cases and shorter average locality distance than
those of WR. WW is not considered here since only read-
related access pattern is exploited by a read-only NIC cache.
As a result, we need to distinguish the the state locality of
RR from that of RW in order to enforce effective PCI traffic
reduction. However, it may be too expensive to maintain
the state locality distance for all cache blocks at runtime.
We need to seek an efficient way to track the four types of
locality distance.

It is noticed that in a LRU based cache, the longer the lo-
cality distance, the higher the possibility one block will be
kicked out. Therefore, for those blocks with strong RR state
locality, the number of reads on a specific block (called read
count) always exceeds that of writes (called write count).
The reason is that given either RW or WR as subsequence,
the read count and write count on a given block do not
change. Only RR and WW break the tie of read count and
write count on the block. However, WW is more likely to
have longer state locality distance and fewer occurrences
than RR as shown in both Figure 3 (d) and Table 1. We
analyzed cello96 and TPC-D traces and got similar obser-
vations. Due to space limitation, we do not present these re-
sults here. We use these observations as a basis to develop
a new heuristic State Locality-Aware cache Placement al-
gorithm called SLAP, which will be discussed in the next
section.

3.2.2 Online Algorithm

Based on the off-line analysis, we develop a heuristic place-
ment algorithm that can 1) reduce the cold misses as well
as capacity misses with an modest NIC cache size and 2)
lower the overhead of cache coherency. The main idea is to
use the difference between the read count and write count
on a block as hints of state locality strength. The blocks
that currently have more reads than writes are identified as
hot blocks and are placed in NIC cache. By this way, not
only the block-level locality is captured, but also the run-
time overhead is minimized. Before describing the SLAP
algorithm, we introduce four interfaces between NIC cache
and Helper cache.

• search nic cache() Determine whether a block
is cached in the NIC cache or not by searching the tar-
get directory.

• mov nic cache() Notify the NIC cache to move
blocks from NIC send buffer to a specific target’s por-
tion of NIC cache. It may be noted that this operation
does not introduce additional traffic over host PCI bus
as any requested data have to pass the NIC anyway.

• update nic cache() Duplicate newly written
blocks from helper cache to NIC cache. DCA is con-
servative on this operation because it introduces extra
data block transfers over PCI bus.

• invalidate nic cache() Invalidate the corre-
sponding cache block in NIC cache. Compared with
update nic cache(), this operation does not involve
block data transfer over PCI bus.

1 /*The algorithm runs on each block b in a request req*/
2 Update R/W count and state of block b;
3 if (req.type = DCA READ)
4 if (NIL!=search nic cache(b))
5 return NIC READ HIT; //b is in NIC Cache
6 else if (b not in Helper Cache)
7 Add b to disk read pending list;
8 return HELP READ MISS;
9 else{
10 if (ReadCount(x) > WriteCount(x))
11 mov nic cache(req);
12 return HELP READ HIT;}
13 else if (req.type = DCA WRITE)
14 if (b in Helper Cache){
15 //hcache entry is the directory entry of b in helper cache
16 if (hcache entry.last type = DCA WRITE)
17 invalidate nic cache(req);
18 if (ReadCount(b) > WriteCount(b)) &&
19 (ReadCount(b) > MOV THRESHOLD)
20 update nic cache(req);
21 return HELP WRITE HIT;}
22 else{
23 allocate new cache entry in helper cache;
24 set dirty bit;
25 return HELP WRITE MISS;}

Figure 4. SLAP Algorithm in Pseudo-code

The SLAP algorithm is detailed in Figure 4. To predict
future accesses more accurately, a placement policy based
on a larger history window of state locality distance may be
used. However, the maintenance overhead associated with
each cacheline involves an O(n) time operation upon each
block access. To strike a good trade-off, SLAP algorithm



selectively chooses hot blocks based on state and access
frequency, which requires only O(1) time to make the NIC
cache placement decision.

4 Implementation

Considering different iSCSI target implementations [2,
3], we have several ways to implement DCA. The helper
cache can be implemented in non-pageable host memory
area with interfaces to both iSCSI target and NIC cache.
The NIC cache resides in NIC on-board memory and ac-
cepts placement direction from Helper cache via driver in-
terfaces. The target directory and per target cache directory
information of NIC cache are maintained by NIC driver in
host system. We initially attempted to use common pro-
grammable NIC card with firmware source code available.
However, most of them provide up to 2 MB on-board mem-
ory which may only be applicable for higher-level caching
such as static web pages. For storage servers, some lat-
est NIC cards provide on-board memory extension such as
Adaptec 7211c card [1] that supports 512 MB memory and
is priced less than 500$. However, its firmware source code
is not publicly available for modification as some program-
mable NIC cards. In addition, its memory space is either
used as an I/O buffer or simple cache without interaction
with higher level caches.

Therefore, we choose to adopt a non-programmable NIC
to emulate DCA prototype system based on open source
software of iSCSI target provided from Intel [2]. We imple-
ment DCA software components by modifying the request
process flow of the iSCSI target module and integrate it
with helper cache and NIC cache management modules. To
truly replay the data traffic over the PCI bus, given any NIC
cache hit (including partial hit), we forward those blocks
that miss in NIC cache along with corresponding iSCSI re-
sponse headers to the NIC card. The NIC card only sends
out the data from the host system, leaving the blocks that
hit in the NIC cache unsent. By this scheme, the data traffic
over PCI is unchanged. Since we use a non-programmable
NIC in experiments, the the traffic over Ethernet is changed
because the blocks that hit in NIC cache are not composed
and sent to the network. We believe that this would lead
to trivial impact on our results for the following reasons:
1) all the results are collected at iSCSI target side which
are not affected by the modified network traffic any way; 2)
current full-duplex Gigabit Ethernet is not the system bot-
tleneck compared with PCI bus that services both network
and storage I/Os; 3) the CPUs in a storage server are pow-
erful enough to deal with both I/O requests and DCA cache
management.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Methodology

To evaluate the performance of DCA, we setup an iSCSI
based storage system testbed. Two commodity PCs act as
an iSCSI client (or initiator) and an iSCSI storage server
(or target) respectively. They are connected to a NetGear
GS105 Gigabit Ethernet switch by two Intel Pro 1000/MT
Gigabit Ethernet cards. Both machines have 1 GB DDR
PC2700 RAM and run Linux kernel 2.4.20. The machine
running as iSCSI storage server is installed with an Adaptec
39160 SCSI adaptor and a 73 GB Maxtor Atlas10K4 Ultra
320 SCSI disk. And the iSCSI client machine uses a West-
ern Digital IDE disk with 200 GB capacity.

The current DCA prototype system has been developed
based on open source software iSCSI implementation from
Intel [2], with about 700 lines of the iSCSI target code and
500 lines of iSCSI initiator code modified. On iSCSI target
side, two-level DCA cache management and the SLAP al-
gorithm module are integrated into the user-space iSCSI tar-
get module. To run real-world workloads for performance
evaluation, we developed a trace generator by modifying
the iSCSI initiator module code. The modified iSCSI initia-
tor fetches requests from real-life block-level storage server
traces and sends them to the iSCSI target via Ethernet. The
performance results in terms of cache hit/miss ratio and PCI
traffic along with iSCSI storage server throughput were all
collected at iSCSI target side.

Two real-world storage server traces cello99 and TPC-
D provided by HP were chosen to drive the experiments
as they represent modern file server and decision-making
database server applications. Both contain mixed read and
write requests with different read-to-write ratio from multi-
ple users, which fits well with iSCSI applications. Cello99
trace segment has a 1,203 MB data set with 57.3% reads
(collected between 02:00AM and 03:00AM on May, 02,
1999) while the TPC-D trace segment we use is collected
during Q10 benchmark with a 105, 075 MB data set in total
with an read ratio of 82.5%.

5.2 Results and Analysis

5.2.1 PCI Traffic Reduction

To evaluate the DCA performance, we conducted a compre-
hensive set of experiments, varying the NIC cache size from
8 MB to 128 MB and helper cache size from 128 MB to 512
MB. The maximum size of helper cache in experiments is
set to be 512 MB due to the physical memory limitation
on the iSCSI Target server. The amount of PCI traffic is
collected by summarizing all the data (i.e., block transfers,
movements and updates from helper cache to NIC cache)
and control messages (i.e., iSCSI headers) that pass the PCI
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Figure 5. Normalized PCI Traffic of Cello99
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Figure 6. Normalized PCI Traffic of TPC-D

bus. We present the results for cello99 and TPC-D in Fig-
ure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. All the numbers shown in
Y-axis are PCI traffic normalized to that of a standard iSCSI
storage server without DCA support, namely a baseline sys-
tem. Although DCA has a large helper cache, we believe
that the comparison here is fair because current Linux 2.4
kernel adopts an aggressive I/O buffer allocation policy. As
a result, the size of I/O buffer cache in baseline system is
always commensurate to the sum of the helper cache size
and I/O buffer cache size in DCA prototype system during
our experiments.

Given a DCA with a 128 MB helper cache, the percent-
age of the PCI traffic reduction remains at 27% for cello99
and 18% for TPC-D. However, given a DCA with a 512
MB helper cache, increasing the NIC cache size from 8
MB to 128 MB results in remarkable PCI traffic reduction,
as seen from the fact that the normalized PCI traffic curve
drops sharply from 64% to 51% for cello99. The same trend
can be observed conspicuously in TPC-D workload, which
changes from 53% to 26% when increasing the NIC cache
size from 8 MB to 128 MB, given a 512 MB helper cache.

Based on the above results, we conclude that DCA
matches our conjectures of effective PCI traffic reduction.
DCA always beats the kernel-level I/O buffer cache scheme
(i.e., baseline system) and the separate NIC cache solution
in terms of PCI traffic reduction because the LRU algorithm
cannot work well for a storage server workload with long lo-
cality distances. To have a further insight look at PCI traffic
reduction, we analyze the cache Hit/Miss ratio next.

5.2.2 Anatomy of Cache Hit/Miss Ratio

We first decompose the cache hits in DCA into three cate-
gories, namely NRH (NIC Read Hit), HRH (Helper Read
Hit) and HWH (Helper Write Hit). Since NIC cache only
serves read requests, we interchangeably use NIC hit and
NRH in the rest of this paper. In DCA, both read and write
misses eventually resort to the helper cache, which leads
to either HRM (Helper Read Miss) or HWM (Helper Write

Miss). Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the anatomy of cello99
and TPC-D experimental results with different DCA config-
urations. In both figures, X-axis denotes the NIC cache size
and Y-axis denotes the stacked ratio of NRH, HRH, HWH,
HRM and HWM in a bottom-up order. The left, middle and
right sub-graphs of each figure show the results of a 128
MB, 256 MB and 512 MB helper cache respectively.

As seen in Figure 7, the larger the NIC cache, the higher
the NIC cache hit ratio. However, Figure 7.b shows that the
highest hit ratio of NIC cache with a 128 MB helper cache
is always lower than 7.2%, even when the NIC cache size
is increased to 128 MB. This indicates that a helper cache
with less than 128 MB is not large enough to mine useful
hints for NIC cache and thus resulting in a limited hit ratio
gain. For simple NIC cache schemes (if there is no helper
cache), the mixed read and write traffic can easily pollute
the NIC cache space by indiscriminately filling it up with all
blocks accessed recently. When the helper cache is enlarged
to 512 MB, we observe that the increase of NIC cache size
is much more productive than both 128 MB and 256 MB
helper cache cases. The hit ratio of NIC cache increases
from 4.4% to 19.7% when the cache size changes from 8
MB to 128 MB.

For TPC-D, we get similar results as in cello99 with a
128 MB helper cache. Although TPC-D represents a typi-
cal read-dominant decision making database workload, the
amount of PCI traffic reduction is insensitive to the NIC
cache size, given a 128 MB helper cache. This implies that
simple NIC cache cannot work efficiently even for some
read-dominant workloads. This is because LRU algorithm
cannot work well for block-level caches, especially when
the locality distance is larger than the LRU stack length.
As seen from Figure 8.b, a 256 MB helper cache can ef-
fectively assist NIC cache in choosing real hot blocks for
caching, peaking NIC hit ratio at 18.6% with a 128 MB
NIC cache. Compared with Figure 8.a, the NIC hit ratio
with the same NIC cache size is only 5.5%. We can obtain
more than three times improvement on NIC cache hit ratio
by applying SLAP algorithm to an appropriate helper cache
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Figure 7. Hit/Miss Rate of cello99
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Figure 8. Hit/Miss Rate of TPC-D

size. As seen from Figure 8.b, the NRH ratio increases from
12% to 27% when the NIC cache size increases from 8 MB
to 128 MB. Given a 512 MB helper cache, the maximum
NIC cache hit ratio reaches 52% with a 128 MB NIC cache.
Combined with the write hits at helper cache, the above
anatomy results explain how DCA is able to slash the PCI
traffic by up to 73%.

5.2.3 Server Performance Improvement

Due to the space limitation, we only present the results of a
512 MB helper cache and a 128 MB NIC cache. The result
of cello99 shows that the server throughput has been im-
proved by 76.9%, increasing from 4.95 MB/s to 8.76 MB/s.
The result of TPC-D realizes a 121% server throughput im-
provement compared to an iSCSI storage server without
DCA support. These numbers further prove our conjectures
of DCA design. For TPC-D, the NIC cache hit ratio reaches
61.5% and thus delivers a much better overall performance
than that of cello99.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a novel Data Cache
Architecture called DCA to effectively reduce local inter-
connect traffic. In DCA, a moderate-size NIC cache serves
most read requests without fetching data from the host sys-
tem via local interconnect while a large read/write unify
helper cache employs a SLAP algorithm to direct cache
placement for NIC cache. The proposed DCA architec-
ture exhibits an extreme flexibility, as it can work either for
a single server with multiple iSCSI targets, or a group of
servers with multiple iSCSI targets (such as clustered stor-
age servers). Our comprehensive experiments with repre-
sentative real-life storage server workloads prove that DCA
can effectively slash the PCI traffic by up to 74% and boost
iSCSI storage server throughput by 121% compared with
an iSCSI target without DCA support.
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